LINE-UP BROCHURE
ENROLLMENT SCANNERS & DOCUMENT READERS

BIOMETRICS & ID SOLUTIONS

WHY
SUPREMA?
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Suprema's multi-award winning fingerprint algorithm is at the heart of every
Suprema product. Suprema’s highly sophisticated fingerprint technology has
been recognized by numerous competitions and compliances including FBI
IQS, STQC, FVC and NIST MINEX.

The World’s Most
Widely Used Biometric
Technology

3
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When it comes to the security solutions, our focus is on delivering the best
quality products that offer high performance and reliability throughout their
lifecycle. At Suprema, ISO9001/14001 standards are applied to ensure quality
throughout the manufacturing process. Suprema operates South Korea’s
largest dedicated biometrics research and manufacturing facility to ensure
precise quality control.

The World’s Best
Performing Fingerprint
Algorithm
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Suprema’s biometric technology is used across wide areas of applications
including physical access control, public/civil ID projects, fintech, forensic
science and mobile authentication. Suprema’s biometrics is one of the most
widely used technology and supports over 1 billion people globally providing
protection, security, and convenience.

Product
Quality
& Reliability

Global
Sales
Channel
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Suprema developed alliance with influencing global security technology
partners to provide extensive application possibilities to fulfill each
customer’s unique requirements. In order to maximize user benefits with
superior features and solutions, we have integrated over 70 of the best-ofbreed leading solutions from the world’s leading security vendors.

End-to-end
Solution
Provider
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Commitment to research and development has always been a key element
of Suprema’s success. Over 40% of Suprema’s employees are engaged in R&D
efforts and Suprema invests more than 16% of turnover to R&D every year.
With our years of expertise in biometrics and security, Suprema owns over
100 technology patents and continuously introduces technology initiatives to
the industry.
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Suprema has established strong sales channels and network in over 133
countries and over 75% of revenue is derived from authorized sales channels.
Suprema provides structured/bespoke product trainings, webinars, marketing
supports with our partnership programs to support our partners extend their
competency and revenue.

Technology
Partnerships
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Suprema is uniquely suited to offer versatile biometric-based security
solutions for wide array of applications. From, telecommunication, banking,
healthcare, BVR (Biometric Voter Registration) & national ID, Suprema is
committed to providing innovative, superior-quality products that help
businesses of any kind meet their security needs.

Beyond
Technology
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ENROLLMENT
SCANNERS

Faster, Smarter & Versatile
Fingerprint Security Solutions

Live scan fingerprinting refers to the technology used by law enforcement agencies and private companies to capture fingerprints
and palm prints electronically, without using traditional method of ink and paper. Based on cutting-edge optical and biometric
technologies, Suprema developed a range of live scanners for single, dual, ten-print and palm print capture, which are designed
for law enforcement, border control, national ID and various types of commercial applications.
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RealScan-G10

Compact Ten-print Live Scanner
Appendix F

Superb Engineering, Ultra Performance
RealScan-G10 represents next generation live scan technology.
It is designed to capture single and 10 fingerprints (4+4+2 and
rolled prints) with leading-edge optical technology and precise
image construction technique. Reaching incredible frame rate
over 20fps, the device performs extra high-speed processing
with superior image quality. With its proven reliability with
FBI IAFIS Appendix F certification, RealScan-G10 is the perfect
ten-print capture live scanner for various forensic and civil
applications.

Single Roll

Two Thumbs

Four Finger Slap

Single Flat

FBI IAFIS Appendix F Certification

Ergonomic Design

The certification provides assurance to users that certified products meet or exceed FBI interoperability
standards and will work with the Integrated Automated Fingerprint Information System(IAFIS). It ensures
that the images used are high quality and support all phases of identification for fingerprint experts and the
IAFIS. Appendix F has stringent image quality conditions, focusing on the human fingerprint comparison and
facilitating large scale machine many-to-many matching operation.

RealScan-G10 has been ergonomically designed to allow obstruction-free use for all kinds of fingerprint
capturing. Ideally indented front overhang allows seamless hand moves in rolled print and two thumbs
capturing.

Advanced Rolled Image Construction Technology

Extra Wide Platen for Easier Capturing

RealScan-G10 features Advanced Rolled Image Construction technology using Suprema’s unique slip detection
algorithm for constructing rolled fingerprint images. With ARIC technology, RealScan-G10 performs over 20 fps
frame rate in roll capturing which ensures highest image quality and lower error rate in capturing sequences.

Wide & solid, the RealScan-G10’s 3.5 inch platen is the largest size in its class and ensures easier capturing
when placing hands. The solid & scratch-free surfaces makes it durable for many kinds of stains & damages.

Intuitive User Interface
RealScan-G10’s control panel consists of two operation buttons and LED indicators. The intuitive graphic icons
indicates fingerprint types that the device is scanning, and LED lights at fingertips indicate fingers to be placed.
The operating buttons on both sides helps users to operate scanning directly from the scanner and built-in
speaker enables fully programmable voice instructions.
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Rugged IP54 Dust & Waterproof Structure
RealScan-G10’s body structure has been comprehensively sealed against invasive moisture, dust and liquid.
Featuring superb IP54 rated protection. Its meticulous sealing, combined with extra protective engineering,
ensures faultless operation even under harsh conditions.

RealScan-D

Portable Dual Finger Live Scanner
Appendix F

Leading-edge Technology, All-round Excellence
RealScan-D is another example of Suprema’s industry
leading optical technology offered at a budget friendly price.
RealScan-D captures single/dual flat prints as well as single
finger rolls at an extremely fast frame rate of 20 fps. All the
leading-edge technology resides in a sleek and ergonomic
design and a user-friendly interface that makes in credibly
simple to use with minimum training and maintenance.

Single Roll

Two Finger Flat

Single Flat

FBI IAFIS Appendix F Certification

Extra wide platen for easier capturing

The certification provides assurance to users that certified products meet or exceed FBI interoperability
standards and will work with the Integrated Automated Fingerprint Information System (IAFIS). It ensures
that the images used are high quality and support all phases of identification for fingerprint experts and the
IAFIS. Appendix F has stringent image quality conditions, focusing on the human fingerprint comparison and
facilitating large scale machine many-to-many matching operation.

RealScan-D offers the largest platen size in its class and ensures easier capturing when placing hands. Its
wider platen offers massive 900 x 900 pixels resolution and provides up to 35% more sensing area than other
products in the market and it prevents possible partial loss of fingerprints. The solid & scratch-free surfaces
makes it durable for many kinds of stains & damages.

Advanced Rolled Image Construction Technology

Ergonomic Design

RealScan-D features Advanced Rolled Image Construction technology using Suprema’s unique slip detection
algorithm for constructing rolled fingerprint images. With ARIC technology, RealScan-D performs over 20 fps
frame rate in roll capturing which ensures highest image quality and lower error rate in capturing sequences.

RealScan-D has been ergonomically designed to allow obstruction-free use for various kind of fingerprint
capturing. Ideally indented front overhang allows seamless hand moves in rolled print and two thumbs
capturing. In addition, the platen area is precisely sealed to protect against invasive moisture and dust.

Simple & Easy Operation

Fast Start-up Time

Perfect for mass-level users, RealScan-D’s simple user interface makes live-scanning easier. It guides users’ finger
scanning sequence with the prism illumination and sound indication. A handy operating button is located
above the platen, which is fully programmable depends on users’ requirements.

As with all other Suprema live scanners, the RealScan-D features Fast Initialization technique. Start-up time has
been minimized to 0.37 second, ensuring the scanner is ready virtually with no lag.
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RealScan-F

Palm-print Live Scanner
Appendix F

Maximum Quality, Intuitive Design
RealScan-F is a single platen palm-print live scanner for capturing
various types of fingerprints including flats, rolls, palms and writer’s
palms. Featuring Suprema’s leading-edge optical & biometric
technologies, it is capable of capturing highest quality images
regardless the physical condition of fingers. The RS-F comes standard
with many convenient features such as an integrated color LCD
display, voice instruction, foot switch and a mobile power supply. The
device is FBI certified and provides the perfect solution for various
criminal ID applications.

Single Finger

Two Thumbs

Four Finger Slap

Palm

Side Palm

FBI IAFIS Appendix F Certification

5.2” Extra Wide Platen for Easier Capturing

The certification provides assurance to users that certified products meet or exceed FBI interoperability
standards and will work with the Integrated Automated Fingerprint Information System (IAFIS). It ensures
that the images used are high quality and support all phases of identification for fingerprint experts and the
IAFIS. Appendix F has stringent image quality conditions, focusing on the human fingerprint comparison and
facilitating large scale machine many-to-many matching operation.

Wide & solid, the RealScan-F’s 5.2 inch platen is the largest size in its class and ensures easier capturing
when placing hands. The solid & scratch-free surfaces makes it durable for many kinds of stains &
damages.

Advanced Rolled Image Construction Technology

Ergonomic Design & Construction

RealScan-F features Advanced Rolled Image Construction technology using Suprema’s unique slip detection
algorithm for constructing rolled fingerprint images. With ARIC technology, RealScan-F performs over 15 fps
frame rate in roll capturing which ensures highest image quality and lower error rate in capturing sequences.

RealScan-F’s body has been ergonomically crafted to allow obstruction-free use for all kinds of fingerprint
capturing. Ideally indented front panel allows seamless hand moves in rolled print and two thumbs captures In
addition, the platen area is precisely sealed to protect optical structure against invasive moisture, dust and even
liquid spillage.

Intuitive Control Panel and Color LCD Display
Perfect for mass-level users, RealScan-F’s simple simple user interface makes live-scanning easier. It guides
users’ finger scanning sequence with the prism illumination and sound indication. A handy operating button is
located above the platen, which is fully programmable depends on users’ requirements.
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Single finger Live Scanner

RealScan-G1

FBI PIV Certification & LFD Technology
RealScan-G1 is a FBI PIV certified single-finger live scanner
featuring Suprema's advanced Live Finger Detection(LFD)
technology. By using Suprema's superior optical engineering,
it offers every essential feature packed into a slim and
compact form factor making it ideal for the high-speed
fingerprint capturing required in civil and criminal ID projects.
RealScan-G1 ensures high quality image capturing using
automated image quality verification processes combined with
halo effect and ghost image elimination techniques.

FBI PIV Certification for Civil & AFIS

Compact Design

The FBI PIV-IQS certification requires strict quality measures for single fingerprint scanner and it is an
essential certification for US government and most countries’ public procurements.

RealScan-G1 has been compactly sized to allow obstruction-free use for various kind of environment.
Its simple structure is well designed to easily mount on desktops and kiosks, and provides extra efficiency
in operation and maintenance.

Hybrid Live Finger Detection(LFD) Technology
Suprema’s unique Hybrid LFD technology distinguishes dynamic image characteristics of the fake fingers from
those of live fingers. By the advanced analysis algorithm to catch the abnormalities in dynamic changing
pattern of fingerprints images, and several static features showing liveness or unnaturalness of fingers, fake
fingers are clearly distinguished from those of live fingers. The technology provides effective solution to protect
the fingerprint system from attack via fake fingerprints.

Wide & Solid Platen for Easier Capturing
RealScan-G1 offers wide platen size to ensure easier capturing when placing fingers. Its 1.1” platen captures
500 x 500 pixel image in resolution and prevents possible partial loss of fingerprint images. The solid and
scratch-free surfaces makes it durable for various kinds of stains and damages.

IP54-rated Dust and Waterproof Structure
RealScan-G1’s body structure is sealed against invasive moisture, dust and liquid damages. Featuring IP54 rated
protection, its meticulous sealing, combined with extra protective engineering, ensures faultless operation even
under harsh conditions.
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RealScan SDK

RealScan SDK
Auto Capture

RealScan SDK's auto capture feature provides automated detection, position check, angle
check and image quality check process in real time. It helps users to acquire fingerprint images
with pre-defined quality hence enables seamless & faster live scanning process. RealScan SDK
offers both callback method and using SDK functions.

Automatic Segmentation
RealScan SDK's Automatic Segmentation designed to extract multiple fingerprint images from
a single slap images. (two-finger & four-finger slaps) It also identifies extracted fingerprint
images according to pre-defined scanning sequence and provides quality score of each
segmented images according to NISTIR 7151 standard.

A Good quality
B Good quality with low flow/high curve
C Low flow or high curve
D Low flow or high curve
E Low contrast or no direction
Original Image
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Block Quality Map

Image Quality Check
Image Quality Check provides quality scoring function for captured fingerprint images in
RealScan SDK. Using Suprema's advanced image processing algorithm, it gives scores to
captured fingerprint images according to NISTIR 7151. The color coded Block Quality Map
provides intuitive visual guide of captured image and helps operator to evaluate images with
inferior quality.

RealScan SDK

Sequence Check
Sequence check ensures image quality threshold and accurate allocation of extracted images
to the 10-print set. It provides conformity to common forensic-grade live scanning systems and
ensures integrity of the fingerprint images.

10-print set in 4-4-2 scanning mode

Halo Effect & Ghost Image Elimination
Using Suprema’s advanced image processing algorithm, RealScan SDK effectively eliminates undesired
halo effect* and residual ghost images, therefore it improves integrity of captured images.
* Halo effect
the effect of condensation from placing warm, moist fingers on the platen.

Halo Effect Image

Slippage & Blurred image Detection
RealScan SDK precisely detects & screens poor quality images
and alerts operator when the image went blur or slipped.
Good Flat Image

Good Rolled Image

Blurred Image

Slipped Image

* Blurred Image can be caused by excessive pressure on the finger when placing on the prism.
* Slippage occurs mostly for the rolled fingerprint capturing.
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Specifications

Product Name

Sensor

RealScan-G10

RealScan-D

RealScan-F

RealScan-G1

Image Quality Standards

FBI IQS Appendix F

FBI IQS Appendix F

FBI IQS Appendix F

FBI PIV

Fingerprint Types

Single Flats / Rolls
Two Thumbs
Four Finger Slaps

Single Flats / Rolls
Dual Finger Flats

Single Flats / Rolls
Four Finger Slaps
Upper Lower Palm Prints
Writer’s Palm Prints
Side Palm Prints

Single Flats

132 x 132
(5.2” x 5.2”)

27.4 x 28
(1.08” x 1.1”)

Resolution

500 ppi

Gray Scale

256 level

Platen Size (W x L mm)

89 x 80
(3.5” x 3.15”)

48 x 48
(1.9” x 1.9”)

Sensing Area(W x H mm)

81.28 x 76.2

45.72 x 45.72

129.54 x 129.54

25.4 x 25.4

Four Finger Slap : 1600x 1500
Single Flats / Rolls : 800 x 750

900 x 900

Palm Prints : 2550 x 2550
Four Finger Slap : 1600x 1500
Single Flats / Rolls : 800 x 750

500 x 500

USB Power

USB Power

Image Size (W x H pixels)

USB 2.0 Hight Speed

Interface
Power Supply

H/W

S/W

Certification
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Operating Temperature(℃)

-10~50℃

Operating humidity

10 ~ 90% RH

12V/DC

USB Power

Ingress Protection

IP54

Splash proof

Splash proof

IP54

Dimensions
(W x L x H mm)

152 x 152 x 127
(5.9" x 5.9" x 5.0")

84 x 171 x 63
(3.1" x 6.7" x 2.5")

263 x 313 x 148
(9.9" x 12.3" x 5.8")

55 x 106.5 x 44.5
(2.2" x 4.2" x 1.8")

Weight(g)

1.8kg (3.96lbs)

0.54kg (1.19lbs)

6.0kg (13.22lbs)

0.18kg (0.40lbs)

Windows

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 32/64bit

Linux

Ubuntu, Debian, Fedora, Cent OS 32/64bit

CE

O

FCC

O

KC

O

UL

O

WHQL

O

Document Readers
E-passport(electronic passport) refers to a passport that has an integrated chip(IC) containing biometric data. e-Passport offers stronger security
that prevents fraud or tampering with an officially issued passport and also benefits international travelers by allowing faster automated border
processing. Suprema e-passport readers offer fast one-step reading of MRZ and RF chip data as well as accurate processing of e-passport for check-in
counters, border control and passport issuance.
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RealPass-V

RealPass-V

High-speed Reading, Comprehensive Features
When it comes to immigration check, fast & accurate passport processing
is the essential part for seamless operation. RealScan-V offers unrivalled
performance for high-volume processing with automatic document detection,
single-step reading, tunable RFID antenna and easy lay-on type scanning. The
device processes optical and graphic data from data page, and reads RF chip
with ICAO standard security protocols.

Data
Processing

OCR imaging
IC data reading

Complete

Single-Step Reading Technique
Using unique Single-Step Reading Technique, RealPass-V only takes less than one second to
capture and display full page with white light and infrared imaging.

Faster Lay-on Type Scanning
When speed matters, RealPassV’s coverless lay-on type design
ensures seamless, faster and accurate
document scanning.

ICAO Doc 9303 Compliance
Suprema passport readers processes
RFID data of ICAO Doc 9303 compliant
MRTD with security protocols of BAC,
PA, AA, EAC(CA,TA).
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UV & IR Illumination Imaging
RealPass-V is equipped with UV & IR illumination feature to
support high-security applications. Under UV illumination
light, invisible security threads in various color appears.

RealPass SDK

RealPass SDK
SDK Structure

RealPass SDK provides optimal development environment
for quick and easy integration into any systems.
ㆍCharacter recognition from MRZ(Machine Readable Zone) and VIZ(Visual Inspection Zone)
ㆍMRZ effectiveness inspection
ㆍAutomatic document recognition function(passport, ID card, Visa, Contact/Contactless etc.)
ㆍClear and high-quality images via the enhanced image processing algorithm
ㆍSDK log system with text and image
ㆍFlexible and scalable using modulation of each engine( OCR, PKI, Barcode)
ㆍVarious development tools and programming languages(C/C++, VB.net, C#, Delphi)
ㆍSupports user interface customization
RealPass SDK Diagram

C/C++ Application

RealPass Manager Module

Delphi Application

OCR

PKI

BARCODE

.NET Application

Web Application

.NET Interface

ActiveX Control

Image processing

Loging

Camera APIs

RF APIs

Low Level APIs

Device Driver

e-Passport & Multifunctional ID Card
ㆍ ICAO Doc 9303 or ISO 7501 standard (ID-1, 2, 3)
ㆍPKI solution for e-Passport & e-ID
ㆍFlexible OCR to read various document types

IR/White/UV Image

Barcode Reader

Contact Card

e-Passport

e-ID

Various Types of Illumination
ㆍDiverse types of illumination(White, IR, UV)
ㆍFraud prevention functionality using UV
ㆍUV Dull Paper Check, UV Security Fibers(specified
patterns of the given color and shape)
ㆍIR B900 ink

Machine Readable Zone
RFID Data of e-Passport

White

IR

UV

Supporting 1D and 2D Barcode
ㆍAutomatic recognition up to 4 barcode data
ㆍ1D : - Code 11, Code 39, Code 39 Extended, Code 93, Code 128, 2of5 Interleaved
- Codabar, Patch Code, Pharmacode, EAN 8, EAN 13, UPC A, UPC E, Add 2, Add 5
ㆍ2D : PDF417, Data Matrix, QR Code, Micro QR Code

Log data

Comparison Table

White

IR
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AFRICA
108 Eleventh Street, Parkmore, 2196
SOUTH AFRICA
TEL: +27 11 784 3952
Product Enquiry
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